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ABSTRACT
Bagging and boosting are well-known ensemble learning methods. They ombine multiple learned base models with the
aim of improving generalization performan e. To date, they
have been used primarily in bat h mode, i.e., they require
multiple passes through the training data. In previous work,
we presented online bagging and boosting algorithms that
only require one pass through the training data and presented experimental results on some relatively small datasets.
Through additional experiments on a variety of larger syntheti and real datasets, this paper demonstrates that our
online versions perform omparably to their bat h ounterparts in terms of lassi ation a ura y. We also demonstrate the substantial redu tion in running time we obtain
with our online algorithms be ause they require fewer passes
through the training data.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Traditional supervised learning algorithms generate a single model su h as a de ision tree or neural network and use
it to lassify examples. Ensemble learning algorithms ombine the predi tions of multiple base models, ea h of whi h
is learned using a traditional algorithm. Bagging [3℄ and
Boosting [4℄ are well-known ensemble learning algorithms
that have been shown to be very e e tive in improving
generalization performan e ompared to the individual base
models. Theoreti al analysis of boosting's performan e supports these results [4℄.
In previous work [7℄, we developed online versions of these
algorithms. Online learning algorithms pro ess ea h training instan e on e \on arrival" without the need for storage
and repro essing, and maintain a urrent hypothesis that ree ts all the training instan es seen so far. Su h algorithms
have advantages over typi al bat h algorithms in situations
where data arrive ontinuously. They are also useful with
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very large data sets on se ondary storage, for whi h the
multiple passes required by most bat h algorithms are prohibitively expensive. In Se tions 2 and 3, we des ribe our
online bagging and online boosting algorithms, respe tively.
Spe i ally, we des ribe how we mirror the methods that
the bat h bagging and boosting algorithms use to generate distin t base models, whi h are known to help ensemble
performan e.
In our previous work, we also dis ussed our theoreti al
results and some empiri al omparisons of the lassi ation
a ura ies of our online algorithms and the orresponding
bat h algorithms on some relatively small datasets. In Se tion 4, we review the previous experiments and further explore the behavior of our online algorithms through experiments with larger datasets|both syntheti and real. Consistent with previous work, we run our online bagging and
boosting algorithms with lossless online algorithms for deision trees and Naive Bayes lassi ers|for a given training
set, a lossless online learning algorithm returns a hypothesis identi al to that returned by the orresponding bat h
algorithm. Overall, our online bagging and boosting algorithms perform omparably to their bat h ounterparts in
terms of lassi ation a ura y. We also ompare their running times. If the online base model learning algorithm is
not signi antly slower than the orresponding bat h algorithm, then the bagging and online bagging algorithms do
not have a large di eren e in their running time in our tests.
On the other hand, our online boosting algorithm runs signi antly faster than bat h boosting. For example, on our
largest dataset, bat h boosting ran four times longer than
online boosting to a hieve omparable lassi ation a ura y.
Sometimes our online boosting algorithm signi antly underperforms bat h boosting for a small number of training
examples. Even when the training set is large, our online
algorithm may underperform initially before nally at hing
up to the bat h algorithm. This hara teristi is ommon
with online algorithms be ause they do not have the luxury
of viewing the training set as a whole the way bat h algorithms do. We experiment with \priming" online boosting
by running it in bat h mode for some initial subset of the
training set and running in online mode for the remainder
of the training set. In most of the experiments that we disuss in this paper, priming leads to improved lassi ation
performan e.
We also ompare the base models' error rates on the train-
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Do k times
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Figure 1: Online Bagging Algorithm: h is the set of M

base models learned so far, d is the latest training example to arrive, and Lo is the online base model learning
algorithm.
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ing set under bat h and online boosting. This is an important omparison be ause these errors are used to al ulate
the weights of the training examples supplied to the di erent base models. They are also used to assign weights to
the base models for use when lassifying a new example.
The loser these errors are, the more similar the training
example weights and base model weights are in the two algorithms, leading to more similar lassi ation performan es.
The base model error rates exhibit similar trends in bat h
and online boosting, whi h partly explains the similar lassi ation a ura ies we have obtained so far.
Our experiments with syntheti datasets are meant to
ompare bat h and online boosting with base models having small, medium, and large errors. Our three syntheti
datasets are of varying diÆ ulty for learning Naive Bayes
lassi ers. We show that boosting behaves di erently on
these datasets and that online boosting mirrors these behaviors.

2.

ONLINE BAGGING

Given a training dataset of size N , standard bat h bagging
reates M base models, ea h trained on a bootstrap sample of size N reated by drawing random samples with repla ement from the original training set. Ea h base model's
training set ontains K opies of ea h of the original training
examples where
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whi h is the Binomial distribution. As N ! 1, the distribution of K tends to a Poisson(1) distribution: P (K =
k)  expk . As dis ussed in [7℄, we an perform bagging online as follows: as ea h training example is presented
to our algorithm, for ea h base model, hoose the example
K  P oisson(1) times and update the base model a ordingly (see gure 1). New instan es are lassi ed the same
way in online and bat h bagging|by unweighted voting of
the M base models.
Online bagging is a good approximation to bat h bagging to the extent that their base model learning algorithms
produ e similar hypotheses when trained with similar distributions of training examples. In past work [7℄, we proved
that if the same original training set is supplied to the two
bagging algorithms, then the distributions over the training
sets supplied to the base models in bat h and online bagging onverge as the size of that original training set grows
to in nity. We further proved, for some very simple learning algorithms (K -Nearest Neighbor and ontingen y-table
learning), that the onvergen e of the distributions over the
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Figure 2: Online Boosting Algorithm: h is the set of M

base models learned so far, d is the latest training example to arrive, and Lo is the online base model learning
algorithm.

training sets leads to onvergen e of the lassi ation performan e of online bagging to that of bat h bagging. We are
working on tightly hara terizing the learning algorithms for
whi h we obtain this type of onvergen e.

3. ONLINE BOOSTING
Our online boosting algorithm is designed to orrespond
to the bat h boosting algorithm, AdaBoost.M1 [4℄. AdaBoost generates a sequen e of base models h ; : : : ; hM using weighted training sets su h that the training examples
mis lassi ed by model hm are given half the total weight
when generating model hm and the orre tly lassi ed examples are given the remaining half of the weight.
Our online boosting algorithm (Figure 2) is similar to our
online bagging algorithm ex ept that when a base model
mis lassi es a training example, the Poisson distribution parameter () asso iated with that example is in reased when
presented to the next base model; otherwise it is de reased.
Just as in AdaBoost, our algorithm gives the examples mislassi ed by one stage half the total weight in the next stage;
the orre tly lassi ed examples are given the remaining half
of the weight.
One area of on ern is that, in AdaBoost, an example's
weight is adjusted based on the performan e of a base model
on the entire training set while in online boosting, the weight
adjustment is based on the base model's performan e only
on the examples seen earlier. To see why this may be an
issue, onsider running AdaBoost and online boosting on a
training set of size 10000. In AdaBoost, the rst base model
h is generated from all 10000 examples before being tested
on, say, the tenth training example. In online boosting, h
is generated from only the rst ten examples before being
Re all that we test base model hm on the training examples in order to adjust their weights before using them to
generate base model hm .
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Table 1: The datasets used in our experiments. For
the Soybean and Census In ome datasets, we have
given the sizes of the supplied training and test sets.
For the remaining datasets, we have given the sizes
of the training and test sets in our ve-fold rossvalidation runs.
Data Set
Promoters
Balan e
Soybean-Large
Breast Can er [5℄
German Credit
Car Evaluation
Chess
Mushroom
Nursery
Conne t4
Syntheti -1
Syntheti -2
Syntheti -3
Census In ome
Forest Covertype

Training
Set
84
500
307
559
800
1382
2556
6499
10368
54045
80000
80000
80000
199523
464809

Test
Set
22
125
376
140
200
346
640
1625
2592
13512
20000
20000
20000
99762
116203

Inputs Classes
57
4
35
9
20
6
36
22
8
42
20
20
20
39
54

2
3
19
2
2
4
2
2
5
3
2
2
2
2
7

tested on the tenth example. Clearly, at the moment when
the tenth training example is being tested, we may expe t
the two h 's to be very di erent; therefore, h in AdaBoost
and h in online boosting may be presented with di erent
weights for the tenth training example. This may, in turn,
lead to di erent weights for the tenth example when generating h in ea h algorithm, and so on. Intuitively, we want
online boosting to get a good mix of training examples so
that the base models and their normalized errors in online
boosting qui kly onverge to what they are in AdaBoost.
The more rapidly this onvergen e o urs, the more similar
the training examples' weight adjustments will be and the
more similar their performan es will be. In the next se tion,
we demonstrate, for some of our larger datasets, that this
appears to happen.
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4.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this se tion, we dis uss some experiments that demonstrate the performan e of our online algorithms relative to
their bat h ounterparts. For de ision trees, we have reimplemented the lossless ITI online algorithm [8℄ in C++;
bat h and online Naive Bayes algorithms are essentially identi al. We ran these experiments on Dell 6350 omputers
having 600MHz Pentium III pro essors and 2GB of memory.

4.1 The Data
We tested our algorithms on several UCI datasets [2℄, two
datasets (Census In ome and Forest Covertype) from the
UCI KDD ar hive [1℄, and three syntheti datasets. We give
their sizes and numbers of attributes and lasses in Table 1.
All three of our syntheti datasets have two lasses. The
prior probability of ea h lass is 0.5, and every attribute exept the last one is onditionally dependent upon the lass

Table 2: P (Aa = 0jAa ; C ) for a
Syntheti Datasets
+1

2 f1; 2; : : : ; 19g in

P (Aa = 0) Aa = 0 Aa = 1
C=0
0.8
0.2
C=1
0.9
0.1
+1

+1

and the next attribute. We set up the attributes this way
be ause the Naive Bayes model only represents the probabilities of ea h attribute given the lass, and we wanted
data that is not realizable by a single Naive Bayes lassi er
so that boosting is more likely to yield improvement. The
probabilities of ea h attribute ex ept the last one (Aa for
a 2 f1; 2; : : : ; 19g) are as shown in Table 2.
The only di eren e between the three syntheti datasets
is P (A jC ). In Syntheti -1, P (A = 0jC = 0) = 0:495 and
P (A = 0jC = 1) = 0:505. In Syntheti -2, these probabilities are 0.1 and 0.8, while in Syntheti -3, these are 0.01 and
0.975, respe tively.
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4.2 General Results
Figures 3 and 4 are s atterplots omparing the errors of
the bat h and online versions of bagging and boosting. The
full paper [6℄ ontains a table with all the results. Ea h point
in the gures represents one dataset. To redu e lutter, we
do not show error bars in our gures, however we performed
signi an e tests (t-test, = 0:05) and dis uss the results
later in this paper. The bat h algorithm a ura ies are averages over ten runs of ve-fold ross-validation for a total of
50 runs, ex ept for the Soybean and Census In ome datasets
where we performed ten runs with the supplied training and
test set. We tested our online algorithms with ve random
orders of ea h training set generated for the bat h algorithms
(order matters for online boosting, even with a lossless learning algorithm) for a total of 250 runs (50 runs on the Soybean
and Census In ome datasets). We tested bagging and boosting with de ision trees only on some of the smaller datasets
(Promoters, Balan e, Breast Can er, Car Evaluation) beause the lossless de ision tree algorithm is too expensive
with larger datasets in online mode. Bagging and online
bagging perform omparably in all our tests. Boosting and
online boosting perform omparably on all ex ept the very
small Promoters dataset.
The largest dataset for whi h we ran the bagging and
boosting algorithms with de ision trees was the Car Evaluation dataset from the UCI Repository. Figure 5 shows the
learning urve. Bat h and online bagging with de ision trees
perform almost identi ally (and always signi antly better
than a single de ision tree). AdaBoost also performs signi antly better than a single de ision tree for all numbers
of examples. Online boosting struggles at rst but performs
omparably to AdaBoost and signi antly better than single
de ision trees for the maximum number of examples. Note
that online boosting's performan e steadily be omes loser
to that of AdaBoost as the number of examples grows, as
one expe ts from an online algorithm when ompared to its
bat h version.
Figure 6 shows the learning urves for the Census In ome
dataset. Bat h and online boosting perform omparably
to ea h other and signi antly outperform a single model
for all numbers of examples. On the other hand, bagging

and online bagging do not improve signi antly upon a single Naive Bayes lassi er. Bagging does not improve upon
Naive Bayes on any of the datasets, whi h we expe ted beause of the stability of Naive Bayes [3℄, i.e., small hanges
in the dataset do not signi antly hange ea h Naive Bayes
lassi er, so that almost all of the base models tend to vote
the same way for a given example. Online bagging always
performs omparably to bat h bagging in our experiments;
therefore, online bagging also does not improve upon Naive
Bayes.

4.3 Priming the Online Boosting Algorithm
Figure 7 gives a s atterplot similar to Figure 4 ex ept
that the online boosting algorithm trains in bat h mode with
some initial portion of the training set and online mode with
the remainder. In primed mode, bat h training was done
with the lesser of the rst 20% of the dataset or the rst
10000 training examples. Overall, primed online boosting
improves upon the unprimed version. Only in ase of the
Promoters dataset with Naive Bayes lassi ers did priming
yield signi ant improvement over unprimed online boosting. Nevertheless, we did a hieve some improvement through
priming in all ases ex ept Promoters and Breast Can er
with de ision trees, and Soybean, Car Evaluation, and Forest Covertype with Naive Bayes.
As we dis ussed earlier, in the Car Evaluation dataset's
learning urves (Figure 5), online boosting signi antly underperforms bat h boosting for all but the maximum number
of examples. Figure 8 displays the original bat h boosting
and online boosting learning urves along with primed online boosting with the rst 200 training examples learned
in bat h mode. Primed online boosting with de ision trees
performs omparably to bat h boosting for all numbers of
examples, i.e., its performan e gets lose to bat h boosting's
performan e mu h qui ker.

4.4 Base Model Errors
Figures 9 and 10 show the average errors on the training sets of the onse utive base models in bat h and online
boosting with Naive Bayes for the se ond syntheti dataset
and Census In ome dataset, respe tively (see the full paper [6℄ for more su h graphs). As mentioned earlier, the
loser these errors are in bat h and online boosting, the
loser the behavior of these two algorithms. We depi t the
average errors for the maximum number of base models generated by the bat h boosting algorithm. For example, on the
Census In ome dataset, no run of bat h boosting ever generated more than 22 base models. This happens be ause
if the next base model that is generated has error greater
than 0.5, then the algorithm stops. Our online boosting algorithm always generates the full set of 100 base models beause, during training, we do not know how the base model
errors will u tuate; however, to lassify a new example, we
only use the rst L base models su h that model L + 1 has
error greater than 0.5.
The base model errors of online and bat h boosting are
quite similar for Syntheti -2: the rst base model performs
quite well in both bat h and online boosting. Both algorithms then follow the pattern of having subsequent base
models perform worse, whi h is typi al be ause subsequent
base models are presented with previously mis lassi ed examples having higher weight, whi h makes their learning
problems more diÆ ult. In the Census In ome dataset, the

performan es of the base models also follow this general
trend, although more loosely.

4.5 Running Times
Figures 11 and 12 ontain the average running times of
Naive Bayes and the ensemble algorithms with Naive Bayes
base models for the Census In ome dataset and Forest Covertype dataset, respe tively. Both the online and bat h ensemble algorithms use a learning algorithm for the Naive Bayes
base models that requires one pass through the training set.
As the number of training examples in reases, we expe t the
rate of growth of the running time to be less for our online
ensemble algorithms than for the bat h algorithms. Our online algorithms require only one pass through the training
set whereas bat h bagging requires one pass per base model
(to generate its training set and perform the training) and
bat h boosting requires two passes per base model (on e
to generate the Naive Bayes lassi er and on e to test the
newly-generated lassi er on the training examples to update their weights). However, for small numbers of training
examples, the running time may be greater for online learning be ause the greater number of passes required through
the data stru tures that represent the base models may outweigh the greater number of passes required through the
training set. Also, in ase of base models for whi h online
learning takes mu h more time than bat h learning, the total exe ution time for the online ensemble algorithm would
be mu h greater than for the bat h algorithm. Additionally,
our online boosting algorithm always generates and updates
100 base models, whereas boosting often generates fewer
base models as dis ussed above.
The running time for online boosting is substantially less
than for bat h boosting on both Census In ome (20 minutes
vs. 7.1 hours on the entire dataset) and Forest Covertype
(4.3 hours vs. 18.8 hours). Relative to the boosting algorithms, the running times of the bagging algorithms are
negligible.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper dis usses online versions of the popular bagging and boosting algorithms. We have demonstrated that
they mostly perform omparably to their bat h ounterparts
in terms of lassi ation a ura y. We experimented with
priming our algorithm by running an initial subset of the
training set in bat h mode and then pro essing the remaining examples online and a hieved improvement by doing so.
We also demonstrated the omparable performan e of online boosting and bat h boosting in more detail by examining the errors of the base models on the training set, whi h
dire tly a e t the weights given to the training examples
in the di erent stages of boosting. We have also shown
that, if the online base model learning algorithm has a running time omparable to the orresponding bat h algorithm,
then the running time of online boosting an be mu h lower
than bat h boosting, demonstrating the signi ant savings
obtained by pro essing the training set just on e.
In addition to ontinuing empiri al work with large datasets
and di erent base model learning algorithms, we are working on several theoreti al tasks in luding tightly hara terizing the lass of learning algorithms for whi h onvergen e
between online and bat h bagging an be proved and developing an analyti al framework for online boosting. We
are also investigating the ase of lossy online base model
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Figure 3: Test Error Rates: Bat h Bagging vs.

Online Bagging. A star indi ates that the two algorithms used de ision tree base models while a
square indi ates Naive Bayes base models.
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Figure 4: Test Error Rates: Bat h Boosting vs.
Online Boosting, A star indi ates that the two algorithms used de ision tree base models while a
square indi ates Naive Bayes base models.
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Figure 6: Learning urves for Census In ome
dataset.
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Figure 7: Test Error Rates: Bat h Boosting vs.
Primed Online Boosting.
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Figure 8: Learning urves for Car Evaluation
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boosting with the rst 200 examples learned in
bat h mode|it performs omparably to bat h
boosting.
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Figure 10: Base Model Errors for Census In ome
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learning and its e e t on ensemble performan e.
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